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Tony started the meeting by thanking Mary and Eric for the great job they did posting questions 

and answers and helping post the committee reports.  He also stated that he connected with Or 

regarding the recordings of the Town Hall meetings and the Candidates' Forum. 

 

 

Bob stated that he has contacted 5 references from AndiSites (3 interviews completed) and got 

positive feedback from all. They stated that AndiSites were easy to work with, helped create the 

website they wanted, support was readily available and major changes cost about $2000. There 

were no issues with security and gave SiteGround excellent reviews. Bob will ask Andi about the 

SiteGround, “microsites”, and security, and will also contact SiteGround to get the costs, how 

problems are remediated, and how plug-ins are kept current.  

 

Grant noted that SIteGround seems to be up to date on security, provided patches and would see 

no security problems with them, He is working with Kuester on the computer issues and website 

problems. He hasn’t talked with their technical team yet to determine how much help they will 

be. Jerry noted that 5 of their team was coming into the community to start the transition 

process tomorrow, but didn’t know if the technical people were included.  He suggested that 

within about a week we should be able to set up a call with one of their top people in that regard. 

 

Tony noted that the committee can do some of the work on the site with AndiSites therefore 

helping contain the costs. 

 

Jerry noted that we need to get the committee report to the Board this week so he can send the 

proposal to the Board for review and then to Hope for approval of the legalities. Then the Board 

can act on it next Wednesday at the Board meeting. There is money in the budget to pay for this 

and suggested we get this done before the new Board starts. 

 

With this in mind, Tony asked if we could meet on Wednesday to finalize our plans as to the site 

and the contract with AndiSites. In this way, we may be able to start the ball rolling before the 

end of 2021. 

 

Lois will contact Mary and Eric about the meeting and Tony will check with Andrew.  We also 

need to use the meeting to get Andrew’s feedback on the MembersFirst website references, as 

Bob provided an update so far but Andrew may have learned more in the meantime. 


